
General Terms and Condi/ons 
1. The Service Provider 

1.1. The tridentaldesign.com online service is provided by TriDent Design Solu/ons Korlátolt 
Felelősségű Társaság (hereina>er the “Service Provider” or “TriDent Design Solu/ons K>”). 

Registering authority: Company Registry Court of the Budapest-Capital Regional Court  

Company registraKon number: 01 09 408089 

Tax number: 32128356-2-41 
Community VAT number: HU32128356 

Registered office and postal address of the Service Provider: Hungary, H-1053 Budapest, Kálvin tér 2, 3rd 
fl. door 4 

Email address of the Service Provider:  tridentaldesign@gmail.com 

1.2. These General Terms and CondiKons (hereina>er “GTC”) apply to the services of TriDent Design 
SoluKons K>.  

2. Subject ma>er and crea/on of the Agreement  

2.1. The Agreement is concluded between the Service Provider and the legal enKty ordering the service 
as Customer (hereina>er collecKvely the “ParKes”).  

The ParKes exercise and act with the utmost care when performing under these GTC and any specific 
orders. The ParKes mutually represent that their staff are aware of the rules of procedure of cooperaKon 
and that they observe the rules of ethical communicaKon. 
The Service(s) may be used subject to the terms and condiKons set out in these GTC. The terms of these 
GTC apply to all contracts and agreements concluded by the Service Provider.  

By placing the order, the Customer acknowledges that it has read these GTC and the provisions of the 
Privacy Policy and expressly accepts these as per their wording at the Kme of placing the order. The 
documents are available by clicking on the relevant link. 

By registering, placing the order(s) and using the Service(s), the Customer and the natural persons 
ac/ng on its behalf irrevocably and fully accept the terms and condi/ons of these GTC and may not 
claim unfamiliarity with the terms hereof.  

2.2. TriDent Design SoluKons K> has no obligaKon to enter into a contract.  

TriDent Design SoluKons K> provides its services exclusively to professional users, i.e. dental clinics and 
specialised dental pracKces (business associaKons, insKtuKons, sole proprietors and other organisaKons 
with a tax number) acKng within the scope of its business acKviKes (hereina>er the “Customer”). 

The Service Provider has the right to request data and documents related to the Customer’s right of, and 
eligibility for use during registraKon on the tridentaldesign.com plagorm and at any subsequent Kme 
during the cooperaKon, the full provision of which is a condiKon for the use of the service. 

The present GTC govern the rights and obligaKons of the Service Provider and the Customer.  

2.3. The agreement between the ParKes is concluded for design services related to dental technology 
acKviKes (hereina>er the “Service”).  
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Based on the parameters of the treatment plan provided by the Customer, the Service Provider 
undertakes to design dental prostheses (dental crowns, splints, etc., hereina>er collecKvely “dental 
crowns”) in digital 3D format. 

Basic general features and relevant important informaKon about the Services are shown on the 
tridentaldesign.com online plagorm.  

2.4. The Service Provider does not provide healthcare or dental services. 

2.5. The individual agreements concluded on the basis of these GTC, their respecKve tasks, performance 
deadlines, remuneraKon and other terms and condiKons and specificiKes are set out in the 
confirmaKon of specific orders by the Service Provider. 

The service agreement concluded on the basis of these GTC and the specific agreement creates a 
contractual relaKonship only between the Service Provider and the Customer, the Service Provider has no 
legal relaKonship with any third parKes contracted with the Customer. The Service Provider and any third 
party contracKng with the Customer do not become beneficiaries or obligors vis-a-vis each other under 
these GTC or any individual agreement. 

Specific agreements are governed by the provisions of these GTC. In the event of discrepancy between 
these GTC and the specific agreement, the derogaKng provisions of the specific agreement are applicable. 

2.6. The Service Provider acts with due care and diligence in the performance of the Agreement, having 
regard to the interests of the Customer and taking into account the Customer's instrucKons. 

2.7. The Service Provider’s liability is limited to the professionalism of the design services provided by it. 

The total amount of the Service Provider's indemnificaKon liability for damages caused to the Customer by 
any service provided by the Service Provider and/or by the breach of its obligaKons under the Agreement 
(e.g. defecKve performance, delay) will not exceed the net amount of the fee paid by the Customer for the 
given service. 

With the excepKon of wilful damage, the Service Provider is not liable for any damage (downKme, loss of 
working hours, costs, loss, loss of profit, etc.) in connecKon with the Customer's acKvity. 

The Service Provider excludes liability for the effecKveness and professionalism of the service and/or care 
provided by the Customer to third parKes contracted by the Customer, or for any damage caused by the 
Customer in connecKon with the performance of its own service.  

The Customer acknowledges the limitaKon and exclusion of the Service Provider's liability under this 
SecKon, and the ParKes agree that the Customer is solely liable to its customers in the event of any claim 
arising from the performance of its own service.  

The Service Provider excludes its liability for all defecKve performance and damage within the scope of the 
Customer's professional acKviKes and interests, in parKcular 

- an error of the treatment plan and data provision, 

- failure to check the dental crown design prepared by the Service Provider, or inadequate compleKon of 
the check, 

- in all cases related to the physical producKon and use of the dental crown design approved by the 
Customer, including the acKviKes of the Customer's staff and the technical tools, programmes and 
materials used. 
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2.8. By using the services of TriDent Design SoluKons K>, the Customer does not become eligible to use 
the trademarks, business names, logos, etc. of the Service Provider or any companies that have 
contracted with it.  

2.9. The Customer shall inform third parKes contracKng with it in wriKng in advance of the rights and 
obligaKons and liability rules contained in these GTC and the individual agreement. 

The Customer represents that it does not transmit personal data of third parKes contracted with it to the 
Service Provider, and idenKfies its paKents through a code known only to it. In the event of a breach of 
this obligaKon, all liability and legal consequences are borne solely by the Customer, and the liability of the 
Service Provider is excluded. 

The Customer represents and warrants that it has the wrimen consent of third parKes contracKng with it 
to the transfer and processing of the data (including the treatment plan) necessary for the performance of 
the service ordered under this Agreement without the use of personal data. The Customer warrants that 
the third parKes contracted with it have been comprehensively informed about data processing and 
transfer in accordance with applicable legal regulaKons prior to ordering the service.  

The Service Provider is enKtled, without any further condiKons, to have full access to all documents sent 
by the Customer, to make copies or electronic backups of all data and documents, and to process the data. 

The Customer irrevocably declares that in the event of a breach of the provisions relaKng to data transfer 
and processing, the Customer is fully liable for damages and the liability of the Service Provider is 
excluded. 

3. Use of the Service(s) 

3.1. The digital services provided by TriDent Design SoluKons K> can be downloaded and saved directly 
to the Customer's computer from the tridentaldesign.com online plagorm and then viewed an 
unlimited number of Kmes. The Kme of download is determined by the Customer.  

3.2. MulKple natural persons may act on behalf of the Customer in the performance of the agreements, 
and the Customer is fully liable for the acKviKes of such natural persons acKng on the Customer’s 
behalf.  

The Agreement concluded between the Customer and the Service Provider is deemed to be an agreement 
concluded on the Internet, but not signed, whose content is filed, archived and is retrievable.  

The Agreement is filed by TriDent Design SoluKons K> in order to ensure the successful performance of 
the Agreement and the fulfilment of the obligaKons of the ParKes, as well as to clarify any potenKal 
disputes.  

3.3. Orders can only be placed online at tridentaldesign.com.  

A>er registraKon, the communicaKon between the ParKes (ordering, price quotes, confirmaKons, 
informaKon provision, upload of treatment plan, delivery of dental crowns, etc.) is carried out through the 
electronic addresses (email) mutually provided by the ParKes for this purpose and/or through the 
Customer's own account. 

3.4. The services displayed on the tridentaldesign.com online plagorm are for informaKon purposes 
only. The images on the plagorm are illustraKons, and in each case the Service Provider's individual 
offer contains the characterisKcs of the service actually provided.  

In the event of any discrepancy between the cover image and illustraKons published on 
tridentaldesign.com and the Service Provider's specific contractual offer, the Service Provider's specific 
contractual offer prevails.  
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3.5. RegistraKon  

The use of the services available on the tridentaldesign.com online plagorm is subject to advance 
registraKon, where the User must provide its actual data (company name, registered office, tax number, 
contact details and password), including professional idenKficaKon data as determined by the Service 
Provider (e.g. the clinic or specialist insKtuKon linked to the Customer). 

If the Customer does not provide the necessary registraKon data, it cannot use the services.  

3.6. Login and seqngs 

The Customer can log in by compleKng the login form. 

Once logged in, the User is taken to the “Treatment” plagorm. 

The Customer’s addiKonal data can be provided or modified in the “Seqngs” menu. 

3.7. Recording an order 

The Customer uploads the treatment plan to its own account in the Service Provider's system under its 
own idenKficaKon mark (e.g. code, ficKKous name), without the real data of the actual PaKent, i.e. the 
natural person concerned. 

In the Customer's own account, the codes recorded by it are displayed in a list, and no idenKfiable natural 
persons are associated with the various codes in the Service Provider's system. The natural persons 
connected to the Customer and the associaKon of codes is the sole responsibility and liability of the 
Customer.  

The Service Provider idenKfies the various orders by code, and performs the Services based on the 
treatment plan and data associated with the code. 

In the process of cooperaKon, the specific natural persons concerned by the service are idenKfied 
exclusively by the Customer. 

3.8. Treatment plan and recording of data  

The Customer can add a treatment plan and data to the code recorded in its account and save these in the 
system.  

The Service Provider determines the format(s) for uploading documents. 

3.9. Placing orders  

The Customer can record the dra> order based on the treatment plan and data amached to the code. 

The Customer checks the treatment plan and the data, then finalises and sends the order to the Service 
Provider.  

The Customer may place the online order at any Kme, however, TriDent Design SoluKons K> fulfils orders 
only during working hours on working days.  

3.10. Individual offer by the Service Provider 
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The Agreement between the ParKes is not concluded by sending the order, but by TriDent Design 
SoluKons K>'s confirmaKon of acceptance of the order. It is upon such confirmaKon that the mutual rights 
and obligaKons between the Customer and the Service Provider arise. These rights and obligaKons are set 
out in the individual agreement and in these GTC, which form an integral part thereof.  

As soon as possible a>er receipt of the order, which is expected to be no later than the second working 
day a>er receipt, the Service Provider prepares the individual offer containing the detailed contractual 
terms and condiKons, including a price quote for the service, based on the uploaded order. 

TriDent Design SoluKons K> makes every effort to maintain the accuracy of the informaKon (availability of 
services, descripKon, etc.) on the tridentaldesign.com online plagorm, however, at the moment of the 
conclusion of the Agreement, performance may become impossible for reasons unforeseeable by the 
Service Provider, but the impossibility of performance does not make the Service Provider's offer suitable 
to deceive the Customer, as the Service Provider acts in good faith and to the best of its knowledge at all 
Kmes when making the offer with regard to the informaKon available to it. 

3.11. CreaKon of the individual agreement  

Within 10 days of the receipt of the Service Provider's individual offer, the Customer confirms acceptance 
of the above offer. Therea>er, the Service Provider's obligaKon to be bound by the offer ceases. 

If the Customer confirms the Service Provider's individual contractual offer without any changes, the 
individual agreement (specific agreement) between the ParKes is concluded upon receipt of the 
confirmaKon by the Service Provider. 

If the Customer confirms the Service Provider's individual contractual offer with needs for changes, this 
only becomes part of the Agreement between the ParKes if the Service Provider expressly declares so.  

In the event of the Customer’s request for amendment, unless rejected by the Service Provider, the 
Service Provider prepares a new individual offer containing the detailed contractual terms and condiKons 
and the ParKes proceed as provided in this SecKon. 

By concluding the individual agreement, TriDent Design SoluKons K> undertakes to provide the Customer 
with the ordered Service(s).  

The Customer and the User expressly acknowledge that upon the conclusion of the specific agreement, 
the Service Provider commences performance and the Customer incurs a payment obligaKon.  

The Customer has no right of withdrawal or terminaKon in respect of the individual agreement(s) 
concluded. 

3.12. Performance by the Service Provider  

A>er the conclusion of the specific agreement, within the shortest possible period of Kme subject to its 
capacity, the Service Provider performs the Service on the basis of the order: the digital dental crown 
design will be uploaded to the Customer’s account and noKfied by email. 

The Service is deemed to be delivered to the Customer at the Kme of such noKficaKon by the Service 
Provider, regardless of the Kme of actual download by the Customer. 

3.13. Use of the Service 

The noKficaKon email sent by the Service Provider includes the link for the Customer to download the file 
containing the dental crown design. 
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Logging in to the Customer’s account and linking to the unique idenKficaKon code, the completed dental 
crown design is also displayed, and clicking on the design allows for the download of the file containing it. 

The Service Provider receives an automaKc alert from the system when the file is downloaded. 

3.14. The Customer shall check the dental crown design.  

If the Customer detects any error or deviaKon from the order, it noKfies the Service Provider without 
delay, which reviews the dental crown design as soon as possible and, if necessary, modifies it. 

The Customer shall also check the modified dental crown design. 

The Customer closes the process upon acceptance of the dental crown design. This completes 
performance by the Service Provider. 

3.15. If the User has provided incorrect data and/or a treatment plan, the Customer bears all addiKonal 
costs resulKng from such incorrect or erroneous data. TriDent Design SoluKons K> expressly 
excludes any liability for the consequences of incorrect, erroneous or untrue data provision. 

If the Service Provider requires addiKonal data provision and/or approval from the Customer for the 
performance of its various tasks, the Customer shall provide the requested data and/or approval as soon 
as possible. If the Customer fails to provide the requested data and/or to declare its approval within the 
required Kme, the Service Provider considers the approval denied or refuses to provide the Service. 

3.16. TriDent Design SoluKons K> has the right to use contributors and subcontractors for performance, 
which the Customer expressly accepts with the order.  

The Service Provider is liable for any contributors and subcontractors engaged, unless it proves that it 
acted as would normally be expected in the given situaKon in selecKng, instrucKng and supervising the 
person/enKty engaged. 

The Service Provider transfers the data provided by the Customer to its partners in accordance with the 
Privacy Policy for the purpose of providing the service.  

3.17. Semlement 

The ParKes expressly agree that in determining the addiKonal services included in the specific agreement, 
or not included therein, but jusKfied and necessary, the fact of performance and any regular or 
extraordinary circumstances on which their semlement is based, the documented data supplied by the 
Service Provider, i.e. the performance data communicated by it, is accepted as authenKc and true, as a 
cerKficate of performance.  

The Service Provider prepares the closing semlement a>er the performance or failure of the Service, and 
issues an invoice on the closing semlement and uploads it to the Customer's account and/or sends it 
electronically to the Customer. 

The Service Provider has the right to prepare a monthly summary semlement for the Customer. 

The Customer pays the Service Provider’s invoice by the payment deadline specified in the invoice, by 
transfer to the bank account number indicated in the Service Provider’s invoice. 

In the event of late payment by the Customer, it shall pay default interest to the Service Provider at the 
rate set out in SecKon 6:155 of the Civil Code, for the period from the day following the expiry of the due 
date in the invoice unKl the day of payment thereof. 
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In the event of a delay in payment by the Customer exceeding 30 days, the Service Provider hays the right 
to suspend the performance of further ongoing orders for the duraKon of the delay in payment, which 
does not affect the Customer’s payment obligaKons. 

3.18. The consideraKon for the Service is to be understood in the currency of the individual offer, and the 
Service Provider issues the invoice accordingly.  

If the Customer pays in a currency other than the currency of the invoice issued, conversion from such 
other currency is carried out by the Customer’s bank at the exchange rate set/provided by it, which may 
vary from bank to bank. 

3.19. A price that is obviously incorrect, which is due to a system error, which differs significantly from 
the arm’s length market price or the price previously applied between the ParKes, does not 
consKtute an offer and does not create any obligaKon for the Service Provider to conclude an 
agreement. If, relaKve to the usual price of the service, the price quoted differs from the standard 
discount by more than usual, without any discount being indicated for the service, it is presumed 
that the price is incorrectly shown. If a service is part of a promoKonal sale and the known price of 
the service without discount, the rate of the promoKonal discount, and the discount price quoted in 
the offer is different from (less than) the promoKonal discount rate, it is considered to be obviously 
incorrect. In such cases, we ask that the assumed erroneous data be reported. 

3.20. The Customer’s payment obligaKon is independent of whether the remuneraKon has been paid to 
it by its own customer. 

The Customer acknowledges that in the event of cancellaKon or modificaKon of any service ordered in a 
specific agreement, the Service Provider may claim costs from the Customer due to the cancellaKon or 
modificaKon. The Customer shall inform third parKes contracKng with it in wriKng in advance of the 
liability under this SecKon. 

A service ordered on the basis of a specific agreement is deemed to have been performed when the 
Service Provider  

- has uploaded the Service to its electronic system or otherwise made it available to the Customer, 

- has commenced performance of the Service, but for reasons within the Customer’s control, 
performance of the Service has been interrupted or suspended.  

The Customer acknowledges that the Service Provider may make the performance of its services subject 
to the advance payment of the remuneraKon. In the event of non-payment of the fee, the Service 
Provider may refuse to provide the ordered service, unless expressly agreed otherwise. 

3.21. By placing an order, the Customer agrees to receive an electronic invoice, i.e. it agrees to the 
Service Provider issuing and sending it an e-invoice. The e-invoice issued by the Service Provider is 
regulated by accounKng and VAT legislaKon and is fully suitable for tax administraKon idenKficaKon 
purposes. E-invoices must be retained electronically in accordance with effecKve legal regulaKons. 
The e-invoice issued by the Service Provider complies with the terms set out in Act CXXVII of 2007 
on Value Added Tax, Decree No. 23/2014 (VI.30.) NGM of the Minister for NaKonal Economy and 
other legal regulaKons applicable to electronic invoices.  

 

The Customer is responsible for the correct and accurate recording of the data relaKng to it on the invoice, 
and the Service Provider is not responsible for any errors or typos. 

3.22. The Service Provider is not liable for any damage arising from the use or operaKon of the website, 
or for any of the following, arising for any reason whatsoever: non-receipt of data sent and/or 
received over the Internet; malfuncKons of the Internet network prevenKng the performance of the 
Agreement; failure of the receiving equipment or communicaKon lines, loss of any content or data; 
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failure of any so>ware or website; programme errors, consequences of extraordinary events or 
technical failures; including force majeure; and the charges of the Customer's Internet service 
provider.  

3.23. The Service Provider has the right to refuse to conclude the Agreement, to provide the Service, and 
to terminate the Agreement already concluded, in parKcular in case of insufficient cooperaKon of 
the Customer, and if the Customer fails to meet its payment obligaKons despite a noKce to this 
effect. In such cases, the Customer may not claim damages from the Service Provider. 

4. Data processing 

4.1. The controller of the personal data provided during the ordering process is TriDent Design SoluKons 
K>  

4.2. The Service Provider does not process any personal data (including name, address, natural 
idenKficaKon data) of third parKes (e.g. paKents) who have a contractual relaKonship with the 
Customer. 

The purpose of the processing of the data (name, contact details) of natural persons acKng on behalf of 
the Customer is to provide the Services and to maintain contact/liaising. Other data are processed for the 
purpose of ensuring the verifiability of the Service, the realisaKon of legal interests, in the case of claims 
arising from defecKve performance, for the assessment of claims for the Kme necessary for performance 
and, in certain cases, for the purposes and for the duraKon specified by law (e.g. for the purpose of 
compliance with obligaKons under tax and accounKng legislaKon for the Kme specified therein).  

4.3. TriDent Design SoluKons K> may involve data processors.  

4.4. The recipients of the data are the companies entrusted by the controller which are involved in the 
fulfilment of the order, to which the data are transferred by the Service Provider for this purpose.  

The controller's contracted partners provide guarantees in accordance with the contractual terms and 
condiKons laid down by law. The legal basis for processing is the performance of the agreement and 
compliance with statutory obligaKons.  

The scope of data processed: the name, work telephone number and email address of the natural 
person(s) acKng on behalf of the Customer, the Customer's company name, registered office, bank 
account number, the services purchased and their consideraKon. 

TriDent Design SoluKons K> does not disclose the data to third parKes, except to its contractual partners 
providing the services necessary for the performance of the Agreement.  

4.5. DuraKon of the processing: 

The Service Provider processes any personal data provided by the User for 10 years, the legal basis of 
which is the legiKmate interest of the Company and the purpose of which is to provide services.  

The duraKon of processing is the period necessary for the performance of the individual agreement and 
the period set out by law (8 years for invoices).  

At the data subject’s request, the controller provides informaKon on the data relaKng to them, including 
those processed by a processor on behalf of or under the instrucKons of the controller. 

4.6. A natural person acKng on behalf of the Customer has the right to access their personal data, the 
right to recKfy or erase their data, the right to restrict processing, the right to data portability and, if 
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the processing is based on the legiKmate interest of the Service Provider, the right to object to 
processing.  

A natural person acKng on behalf of the Customer has the right to object to the processing of data, and for 
this purpose they may contact the controller using the contact details provided in these GTC. A natural 
person acKng on behalf of the Customer has the right to withdraw consent at any Kme, as provided by 
law, but the withdrawal of such consent does not affect the lawfulness of the processing of the data for 
the period prior to such withdrawal of consent. 

The rights relaKng to processing may be exercised in wriKng through the contact details specified below.  

TriDent Design SoluKons K> shall respond to the data subject’s request relaKng to processing using clear 
and plain language within the shortest possible Kme, but within no later than 25 days, and in the case of a 
refusal of the data subject’s request, provides jusKficaKon. The informaKon is provided free of charge. 

If the data subject does not agree with the decision or measure taken by TriDent Design SoluKons K>, they 
may appeal the decision or measure in court within 30 days of its communicaKon.  

The controller may only refuse to provide the informaKon to the data subject in cases specified by law. In 
the event of refusal to provide informaKon, TriDent Design SoluKons K> informs the data subject in 
wriKng as to the legal provision serving as grounds for such refusal.  

Complaints or noKficaKons can be addressed to the Hungarian NaKonal Authority for Data ProtecKon and 
Freedom of InformaKon, whose address and contact details are available at: hmps://naih.hu/
uegyfelszolgalat,--kapcsolat.html (email address: ugyfelszolgalat@naih.hu). 

4.7. Contact details of the controller 
 
Postal address: TriDent Design SoluKons K>. 1053 Budapest, Kálvin tér 2. 3. emelet 4. ajtó 

E-mail: tridentaldesign@gmail.com 

4.8. If any part of these GTC becomes invalid or unenforceable, the validity, legality and enforceability of 
the remaining provisions is not affected. 

4.9. If the Service Provider fails to exercise a right, the failure to exercise such right is not considered a 
definiKve waiver of said right. Any waiver of rights is valid only upon express wrimen declaraKon to 
such effect, solely in the given parKcular case, and does not consKtute a basis for claiming the same 
waiver of rights in any other case.  

The fact that the Service Provider waives a condiKon or sKpulaKon of these GTC in certain cases does not 
mean that it definiKvely waives the enforcement of the condiKon or sKpulaKon in quesKon and does not 
consKtute a basis for claiming the same pracKce in other cases, nor a violaKon of the principle of equal 
treatment. 

4.10. The Service Provider reserves the right to make changes to the tridentaldesign.com online 
interface. The terms and condiKons published at the Kme of ordering apply to any agreement 
concluded. 

4.11. The ParKes set forth that the Service Provider’s tridentaldesign.com online interface is operated 
and maintained in Hungary. As the site can also be visited from other countries, the Customer and 
the natural person acKng on behalf of the Customer expressly acknowledge that the legal 
relaKonships between TriDent Design SoluKons K> and the Customer and the natural person acKng 

mailto:ugyfelszolgalat@naih.hu
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on behalf of the Customer are governed by Hungarian law, in parKcular the Civil Code and Act CXII 
of 2011 on InformaKonal Self-DeterminaKon and Freedom of InformaKon. 

4.12. In the case of mutaKons of any document in different languages, the Hungarian text of the same 
document prevails.  

Legal regula/ons serving as basis for processing  

- RegulaKon (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the 
protecKon of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free 
movement of such data, and repealing DirecKve 95/46/EC (General Data ProtecKon RegulaKon)  

- Act CXII of 2011 on InformaKonal Self-DeterminaKon and Freedom of InformaKon  
- Act CVIII of 2001 on Certain Issues of Electronic Commerce Services and InformaKon Society-Related 

Services  
- Act V of 2013 on the Civil Code.  

5. Complaints handling, legal disputes  

5.1. The Customer may contact the Service Provider with any quesKons, comments or complaints 
related to its order at tridentaldesign@gmail.com. 

5.2. The Service Provider and the Customer amempt to semle any potenKal disputes between them 
amicably within 30 days. 

Should such amicable resoluKon fail, Hungarian courts have jurisdicKon to semle the dispute. In the event 
of any legal disputes, the ordinary court with jurisdicKon at the registered office of the Service Provider at 
the Kme of the opening of court proceedings has exclusive jurisdicKon. 

6. Closing provisions  

6.1. The Service Provider has the right to unilaterally amend these GTC at any Kme. The amendments 
are available online at tridentaldesign.com.  

The language of these GTC is Hungarian.  

Visitors to the website are subject to the provisions of the Privacy Policy. 

6.2. The cooperaKon between the ParKes is established for an indefinite term starKng from the date of 
the first registraKon. 

6.3. In the event of a material breach of agreement by either Party, if the Party in breach fails to remedy 
the breach within a reasonable period of Kme specified by the aggrieved Party, despite wrimen 
noKce to this effect, or if the breach cannot be remedied, the aggrieved Party has the right to 
terminate the Agreement with immediate effect, in wriKng, by providing jusKficaKon. In such cases, 
this Agreement terminates on the date of receipt of the noKce of terminaKon by the other Party. 

In the event of terminaKon of the Agreement for any reason, the ParKes semle accounts with each other 
within 15 days of terminaKon in accordance with a good faith and reasonable interpretaKon of these GTC 
and the individual agreement.  

6.4. ConfidenKality 

The ParKes acknowledge that the contents of these GTC and the individual agreement(s), their 
cooperaKon and the informaKon and data that they become aware of in the course of providing the 
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services are considered trade secrets and, therefore, they undertake to treat such informaKon and data 
with parKcular care, not to disclose these to any other parKes and to take all reasonable measures to 
prevent unauthorised access.  

The confidenKality obligaKon set out in this SecKon will survive the terminaKon of this Agreement without 
limitaKon in Kme. 

The ParKes are fully liable for any breach of their obligaKons under this SecKon. 

The ParKes represent that the natural persons and other legal enKKes represenKng them have been 
informed in detail of the confidenKality obligaKon under this SecKon and guarantee and ensure the full 
confidenKality of such persons and enKKes. 

6.5. Neither Party is enKtled to assign its rights and obligaKons under this Agreement to any third party 
without the prior wrimen consent of the other Party. 

Budapest, 1 February 2023
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